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Studies [BBD10, LSSM19]. Studio [BTF19, RT15]. Studio-Based [RT15].

Study [AvdM21, BAR14, BCC19, GND19, GM11, KMB15, MTGM21, Pet19, Rit09, RVJP20, SNOT21, TS20, YR15, Zin15].
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Survey [GMM17, UFVI09]. SWEBOK [GTT20]. Syntax [PDF15, SS13].

Synthesis [DCW19, JK20, d’A10].

Synthesis-Oriented [d’A10]. system [ZPB13]. Systematic [Alb20, HSI+19, KJH19, NJK19, TS20].

Systemic [RWK+15]. Systems [KM16, LC21, PS21, RG19, SKM13, TSK12, UFVI09].


Taxonomy [DTT16, MBSBA09]. Teacher [Arm11, GYSH19, MW18, RSPB17, WCPF20, YMZ+14, YB19, ZNF+20, ZCJR20]. Teachers [SSSC18]. Teaching [ALHR17, BC12, BLNC09, DHH+15, FEC17, HB15, IIRY17, IT13, KLM15, KDXB18, KA16, LMGVS+16, LSSM19, MRG17, MAK12, MCK17, Mod21, POC1, RC13, RMM21, SGHZS19, SA20, SP1C19, YVQ+10, ZNF+20, AGEL13, CHM13].


Text-Based [WW17]. Textbooks [BNP11]. Textiles [JK20, KLS+14]. Theater [KDXB18]. Theater-Teaching [KDXB18].

Their [DJGIO20, MBE16]. Them [ASG19, IT13]. Theoretical [Ten14].

Theory [LRJ14, RP19, TCK21]. Thinking [FU10a, FEC17, GBB+17, KKnL21, RG19, SNOT21, TPQE18, WSHS+17, WSP+11, YMZ+14, YR15]. Three [Mit14].


Together [OPC17]. Tool [BL14, DJHGI19, PCH09, SPR12, TSK12]. Tools [BSY+10, CDCLK17, NK19, TM11a, YVQ+10]. Topic [MW18]. Topics [EK17].


Transfer-Learning [LKKH18]. Transformative [ETN+21, YZC19].

Transition [GHT+11, TM15].

Transitioning [SAYC+21]. Transitions [Shi16]. Translating [ORS16]. Trial [DSUP20, DSU20]. Troublesome [YZC19].
Tutorial [HEE +19]. Two [GES14].

UK [BSCH14, CJS +17, Ip12]. UML [Mit14].

Uncovering [AWW15]. Undergraduate [Bar09, CDCLK17, ECF18, KFME11, MFR13, McG12a, MDS16, SheI3, TWH18].

Undergraduates [CGZ +20, RCS11]. Underrepresented [MFM +16].

Understanding [CGZ +20, FKG17, GGT20, Lar16, LZRO21, MHP20, RG19, RP19, ShiI6, SPR12, VTB +20]. Unit [MMFR20].


Visualization [MBSBA09, RV09, RV09, SSD09, SCA +10, SKM13, UFV109, YVQ +10]. Visualization-Based [RV09].

Visualizations [CHU +09]. Visualizing [BL14]. vs [BA17, WX18].

wearable [NCLN13]. Wearables [MCK17]. [ABCD20]

Web [AWW15, MC15, PDF15, PHRC21, ZD15].

Westphalia [KMB +15]. Where [JK20].

Who [JK20]. Wide [PS21]. Wild [FKG17].


year [CGZ +20]. Young [BCZ19]. Youth [CMSP +19, CMSP20, FKG17, PS21, RG19].
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